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RESPONSIBILTY
One who is responsible,
Will see great changes in life.
Be responsible, beresponsible
One who is responsible will be sensible
Complete your chores properly
Never take things easily.
Be responsible, beresponsible.
One who is responsible will be sensible
Do things on yourown
It can turn out to be a boon.
- YUTHI KA

SELFLESSNESS
Do you know what selflessness is?
It is concerned with the needs and
wishes of others than theirown
needs. People who are selfless do not
think about their needs or wishes or
their comfort. While people who are
selfish always think about their needs
and wishes and do not care about
others even when the others have a
problem.

- DEEPA SH REE

FRIENDSHIP
People think they make friends only
when we study in school but, that is
not true! We make friends when we
go out, go to college, in our
neighborhood, and the bond you have
with a person who is close to you is
called FRIENDSHIP.
It is not about sharing things, food or
money. It is all about sharing your
heart.
“Choice makes life, but your friend
gives life”
“A friend in need is a friend indeed.”
- LAKSHAYA.R

CHARITY
The first thing that comes to my
mind when I think about charity is
an orphanage; sometimes it is
difficult even in an orphanage to
make sure that children are given a
proper livelihood. Maybe donating
some clothes or even sharing some
sweets might just make their day.
Yet, what I’ve learnt in school is that,
charity is not about just donating but
it’s about how you treat others. It’s
how you treat others with care
because they do not receive a lot of
that these days. It also mean
sacrificing your time for others.
- KRI SHA

DETERMINATION
‘Determination’ according to the dictionary means ‘persistence or will to do something
exactly or correctly’. It is a very important skill and value to be followed in daily life. It
is one of the most important steps towards success. It is also one of the difficult paths
towards success. Determination helps people achieve more things in lesstime.
Determination is very easy if you’re having the willpower to do it.
So, now what is willpower? It also means determination. So if you are determined
to be determined, it will be easy to be determined about things.
Many people master to be determined in a short period of time, but many people
may take a little longer to master it.
So learn this : DETERMINED PEOPLE ACHIEVE MORE!
- RU D RA . J. S

CLEANLINESS
Cleanliness is next to godliness.
Cleanliness is the first step to
orderliness and discipline. We should
make our surroundings clean to lead
a disciplined and ordered life.
Mahatma Gandhi, one of the
greatest heroes of India was a strict
supporter of cleanliness. He had a
strict order of maintaining cleanliness
throughout his life. Recently, our
prime minister Narendra Modi
initiated a movement called “Swacch
Bharath” which means “Clean India."
In this movement people in India
clean their streets and city from dirt
and waste.
Cleanliness begins from our mind.
We should change our bad attitude
like greed, selfishness, wickedness, etc.
Once our mind is pure, we can
clean our surroundings even better.
So let us take an oath to have a life
of cleanliness!
- SREE LAKSHM I N .S.

SINCERITY
Be sincere,
You won’t have fear
Be sincere
That shows you are here
Besincere
Wherever you are
Be sincere
Don’t be anywhere else
Be sincere
Not for other’s sake
Be sincere
For other’s sake
- M EN AKA

TRUTHFULNESS
Truthfulness is a very important value. It improves a person’s future. If anyone
sticks to this value and is always truthful, the person will always be happy. He or
she doesn’t have to worry about a lie they told and they also don’t need to keep
lying to hide their previous lies. The
proverb “ One lie leads to a thousand
lies, and in the end, you will get caught” holds true always.

A lie is a burden a person has to carry throughout their lifetime. If a person is
truthful they tend to teach the same value and other people may get inspired
by that person. If we practice it once or twice, we will get used to it. This will
show that we have good morals and telling the truth is good for everyone
alike.
- SHAI N A

HELPING HAND
Co-operate with the elderly
So you don’t go up too early
Though, they say it a little rough
It is not very tough
Co-operate with the elderly
So you can live very happily
But, you say”I am very busy”
Then they answer “It is very easy”
Even though they tell it friendly
You become sostingy
They sometimes beg “Listen to me”
But some people treat them like fleas
So don’t you ever ignore
So you can livemore
Everyone have your heart pure
So you can get a cure
“Listen to the elderly
And live your life safely”
- JO A N N E

RESPECT
Do we really respect each other? Do we really respect others feelings and
opinions? Do we respect our grandparents?
There are somany questions to ask regarding respect. An act of respect might
not be very big. It can start from wishing your teachers, parentsand pals.
Saying “good morning” to others can be a good start. Using the golden words
‘Thank you’, ‘Please’, and ‘Sorry’ will also be a good way to respect people.
Remember the proverb “Give respect and take respect”? Oh yes! This is always
true.
So let us respect each other!
- DEEKSHA

HELPING HAND
Helping tendency
Have love, kindness and mercy
Oh help! Help!Help!
I need you too much now
I think I should’ve given you
before.
So I would’ve got you now
I am in so much trouble,
As if Im trapped in a bubble
I should’ve helped you
So you would’ve helped me
Now I realize about you,
How much, helping a few, as
long as it is true
Help comes back in a queue
- ABI N I THI PA N DIAN

Principal's desk
Chrysalis
“We delight in the beauty of the butterfly but rarely admit the
changes it has gone through to achieve the same.”
Yes, “Chrysalis” the transformation of a caterpillar to a butterfly. I
saw my children transform and fly confidently with beautiful colours
which was of course the fruit of hard work.
The preparation and planning for the Science Exhibition, ‘Chrysalis’,
began in the month of August. The teachers planned meticulously to
set the stage considering individual strengths of each child at
Primrose. Our goal was to kindle the student’s interest and motivate
them to enjoy science and its many facets. Discovery and innovation
were the two key words that seemed to resonate in our school in the
month of October.
As soon as the Science Exhibition was announced, I could see the
children, bubbling with excitement and enthusiasm. I appreciate the
spirit of parents and thank them for working along with their
children and setting a stage for them. Despite the challenging
weather conditions, children maintained their level of enthusiasm in
bringing their models to school. Learning is a process that can never
be confined within the covers of a book or within the walls of the
classroom, hands on activities and experimenting is the real
learning.
‘Chrysalis’, the Science Expo was conducted in the school premises
on the 11th of November 2017. It gave me immense pleasure to see
my children take flight and present their projects with utmost
confidence and conviction. Both the teachers as well as the parents
were amazed at the amount of effort invested by the kids and their
research was thorough and very impressive.

What really made an impression on us was that, the kids not only
did their homework in terms of research but also managed to
execute their ideas very effectively. They presented their thoughts
using charts, painstakingly created models PowerPoint
presentations. Each child took the time to explain his / her model
and their earnestness in doing so was particularly touching.
Children covered various branches of Science, Life Science, Marine
Biology, Potency of Antacids, Adulteration etc. Many of them had
done a splendid job and it will be impossible to name and
congratulate each and every child individually. I feel the Science
Exhibition helped us achieve what we set out to do. Children were
inspired, engaged and motivated to discover their true talents.
The parents came in like a swarm of bees to witness the Science
Expo. They walked around with overwhelming joy and pride. Last
but not the least, children not only learnt scientific theories and
concepts but also learnt to appreciate lab etiquette and manners.
They learnt the importance of being a ‘team’ player when they
worked together. The children learnt the newest and complicated
theories from their peers with much ease and excitement. The
competition provided them with a perfect platform to showcase
their talents.
I congratulate all the kids, teachers and parents for their efforts in
making this event, a wonderful cross learning experience.
Principal

Glimpses of Science Exhibition

Budding scientists

Treasure of mother earth

Hottest Problem VS Coolest Solution

Prim Astronaut

Beauty of Oscillation

Sharing of Knowledge

Primrose in Prism

Conservation of Solar
power

Young Botanist

Best Class Award

Class VIII Student received the Best Class Award

Class IV-B Students received the Best Class Award
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